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We present a model applicable to ultrasound contrast agent bubbles that takes into account the
physical properties of a lipid monolayer coating on a gas microbubble. Three parameters describe
the properties of the shell: a buckling radius, the compressibility of the shell, and a break-up shell
tension. The model presents an original non-linear behavior at large amplitude oscillations, termed
compression-only, induced by the buckling of the lipid monolayer. This prediction is validated by
experimental recordings with the high-speed camera Brandaris 128, operated at several millions of
frames per second. The effect of aging, or the resultant of repeated acoustic pressure pulses on
bubbles, is predicted by the model. It corrects a flaw in the shell elasticity term previously used in
the dynamical equation for coated bubbles. The break-up is modeled by a critical shell tension above
which gas is directly exposed to water. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.
�DOI: 10.1121/1.2109427�
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I. INTRODUCTION

To enhance ultrasound echographic imaging, micromet-
ric coated bubbles are used as contrast agents. Coating ma-
terials include lipid monolayers, polymer shells, or thick
solid shells. The coating stabilizes the bubbles and prevents
their coalescence. Pulmonary alveoli in the lungs have a li-
pidic coating for the same reason.1 The coating modifies the
effective surface tension. Since surface tension plays a cru-
cial role in the dynamics of small bubbles, when the capillary
pressure term is of the order of the static ambient pressure,
the coating is expected to strongly influence the dynamics.

All current models developed to describe coated bubble
oscillations implicitly assume small deformations of the
bubble surface: however, in practice, insonifying contrast
agent bubbles produces oscillations with large variations in
the surface area. We will present in this article a model de-
signed to incorporate the effect of a coating on the mi-
crobubble response to ultrasound, and to specifically capture
the high-amplitude dynamics.

We focus on phospholipidic monolayer coatings, used in
several contrast agent bubbles.2 The phospholipid molecules
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naturally adsorb to the interface3 and shield the water from
the air, reducing the surface tension � to a value lower than
that of pure water �73 mN/m�. Surface tension can be mea-
sured in a flat monolayer with the Langmuir-Blodgett bal-
ance, or on centimetric bubbles,4 showing its dependence on
the surface concentration of molecules.

The compression of the monolayer decreases the area
available per molecule. When this area reaches that covered
by the lipid molecules �typically 0.4 nm2 for phospholipids
in the transconfiguration normal to the interface�, the effec-
tive surface tension decreases sharply, see Fig. 1. The varia-
tion of surface tension with the area A is expressed with the
elastic compression modulus defined by �=A�d� /dA� �of
order 0.2 N/m for a slow compression, as derived from the
steepest slopes of Fig. 1�. Further compression leads to an
unstable situation where the monolayer buckles out of plane,
while the surface tension nearly vanishes. A spectacular dem-
onstration of the buckling is the appearance of wrinkles on
coated bubbles when their gas dissolves out.8 Buckling can
be reversible.9,10 Vanishing surface tensions were revealed by
the microscopic observation of bubbles with a monolayer
lipid coating in a solid state: these bubbles could assume a
steady nonspherical shape11 when deformed with a micropi-
pette, and dissolution was greatly reduced by the absence of
the capillary overpressure.12

In contrast, a slow expansion separates molecules from
each other: surface tension rises. A monolayer made from

pure lipid �one species only� will show phase changes from a
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two-dimensional �2D� solid state, to a liquid and eventually
gaseous state, where surface tension is close to that of water.
With a mixture of lipid molecules the phase changes are not
necessarily present, and a 2D solid can rupture during expan-
sion, leaving rafts of solid phospholipid molecules separated
by clean interfaces.13

Most previous existing experimental data on phospholi-
pidic monolayers were collected at very slow compression/
expansion rates, when molecules at the interface could
equilibrate. Only a few experiments tackled the high-
frequency and thus out-of-equilibrium trends: the buckling
surface tension comes closer to zero and the elastic modulus
becomes higher �see reported experiments1 with pulmonary
surfactant compressed within 0.2 s�. These findings give
some hint to the extrapolation of surface properties to the
realm of high frequency oscillations, the one we are going to
explore with oscillating contrast agent bubbles.

II. MODEL

A. Effective surface tension of a bubble during its
oscillation

At high frequencies, we propose to model the effective
surface tension � of the lipidic monolayer of a bubble along
three linear regimes inspired from the low frequency obser-
vations. The regimes depend on the bubble area A=4�R2,
with R the bubble radius �see Fig. 2�. This simplified model
is designed to capture the coated bubble dynamics with a
minimum of parameters.

The model has three parameters only to describe the
surface tension: the buckling area of the bubble Abuckling be-
low which the surface buckles, an elastic modulus � that
gives the slope of the elastic regime. The third parameter is
incorporated to describe the moment of rupture: the elastic
regime holds until a critical break-up tension called �break-up.
When this limit has been reached the maximum surface ten-
sion saturates at �water.

We motivate here the modeling of the three states.

FIG. 1. Effective surface tension versus area per molecule at the interface
for two phopholipids �both present in the contrast agent SonoVue®� �see
Ref. 5� under slow compression at a few percent per minute: distearoylphos-
phatidylcholine, solid line; and dipalmytoylphosphatidylglycerol, broken
line. Curves redrawn from Ref. 6 and 7.
• Buckled state, �=0.
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Consistent with experimental findings on the fast compres-
sion of pulmonary phospholipid monolayers, we assume a
near vanishing surface tension in the buckled state.1 The
buckling area of the bubble depends on the number n of
lipid molecules at the interface and on the molecular area
at buckling abuckling, with Abuckling=nabuckling, with abuckling

typically of the order of 0.4 nm2, see previous section.
Note that a first compression of the bubble might expel in
bulk some molecules into the bulk,14 decreasing the num-
ber n. After this transient expulsion, and for moderate driv-
ing amplitudes and short exposures, we expect the number
of molecules to remain constant, as phospholipids with
long carbon chains are poorly soluble.

• Elastic state, �=��A /Abuckling−1�.
The shell is elastic only in a narrow area range. The lower
limit is Abuckling for the area, or equivalently Rbuckling for the
radius. The upper limit radius is fixed by the maximum
surface tension, which is �break-up before rupture of the
shell giving Rbreak-up=Rbuckling�1+�break-up/��1/2, or �water

after rupture giving Rruptured=Rbuckling�1+�water /��1/2. The
elastic regime holds only in a narrow range of radii, since
� is usually large compared to �break-up or �water. The value
of the elastic modulus can also incorporate the presence of
any solid-like shell material that sustains tensile stress
�such as the polyethyleneglycol polymer in SonoVue® con-
trast agent bubbles5�. We assign a constant elastic modulus
in this state, slightly caricaturing the quasi-static profiles of
Fig. 1, a simplification of the model to facilitate calcula-
tion.
Within this regime the surface tension is a linear function
of the area, or of the square of the radius, and for small
variations around a given radius R0, it can be written as:

��R� = ��R0� + ��R2

R0
2 − 1� � ��R0� + 2�� R

R0
− 1�

when �R − R0� � R0. �1�

FIG. 2. Model for the dynamic surface tension of a monolayer coated
bubble �continuous line�. The coating has a fixed number of lipid molecules,
which corresponds to a monolayer at equilibrium �when area is A0�. The
tension saturates to the water value �water �broken line� after the break-up
tension has been reached ��break-up��water�.
The lipid monolayer behaves as if composed of a thin solid
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and elastic material, see the appendix for the derivation of
the tension of a thin elastic shell.

• Ruptured state, �=�water.
A fast expansion, such as the one triggered on a bubble by
an ultrasonic pressure pulse, does not allow much time for
any phase change and the monolayer is likely to break at a
critical tension �break-up, exposing bare gas interfaces to the
liquid. The bare interface has a tension value of �water. The
break-up tension can be higher than �water, since any poly-
mer component confers more cohesion to the shell, and
shifts the break-up to higher tensions. The introduction of
a high tension break-up was motivated by the observation
of resistant bubbles, as will be exposed further.
After break-up we assume that surface tension relaxes to
�water. Even if the phospholipid monolayer rafts are likely
to display non-isotropic tensions and shear stresses �being
solid�, the expansion is uniform before rupture, and the
stress is likely to remain close to uniformity on average.
The average tension value is settled in this case by the
local mechanical equilibrium between the solid rafts and
the bare interfaces, the latter pulling with the tension
�water.

B. Dynamics of the coated bubble

During the oscillation, the dynamical surface tension
will vary, since it is a function of the bubble area and there-
fore of the bubble radius. We therefore write the effective
surface tension ��R� to emphasize this dependence. In mo-
tion, the balance of normal stresses at the interface reads

Pg�t� − Pl�t� =
2��R�

R
+ 4�

Ṙ

R
+ 4�s

Ṙ

R2 , �2�

with Pg as the gas pressure in the bubble, Pl as the liquid
pressure, � as the surrounding liquid viscosity, and �s as the
surface dilatational viscosity from the monolayer. The first
term on right-hand side is the capillary pressure term, while
the second is the stress arising from the frictions in the liquid
and the third from frictions in the shell. The last term was
initially derived for a layer of finite and constant thickness
� ���R� by Morgan et al.,15 the dilatational viscosity writing
�s=3��lipid, with �lipid as the bulk lipid viscosity. Here we
use only �s to describe the monolayer shell surface vis-
cosity, following Chatterjee and Sarkar.16 In this model �s

does not depend on the surface area, nor does it exhibit
any hysteresis. Note that the shear viscosity of the surface
does not come into play in the present situation, because
of the radial motion of the bubble.

The Laplace capillary pressure term writes 2��R� /R in-
cluding the effective surface tension, without any additional
terms, contrary to a previous statement in an article by
Glazman,17 who expressed the capillary pressure by the er-
roneous expression 2� /R+�� /�R=2/R��+��R0 /R�2�. We
demonstrate here why: the capillary overpressure derives
from the mechanical equilibrium of all forces acting on the
interface �of vanishing mass�, that is the infinitesimal work
	W of the forces cancels out for small bubble radius varia-
tion. By definition, the work associated with a variation dA

18
of the area is �dA, while the pressure work from a varia-
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tion dV of the volume is −�Pg− Pl�dV. Owing to the me-
chanical equilibrium of the interface, the sum of these works
vanishes, and we obtain the static capillary term of Eq. �2�.
In the analysis by Glazman, the surface work is expressed
incorrectly by �dA+Ad� �instead of �dA� from the differ-
entiation of a surface potential energy E=�A: actually this
last expression of the surface potential energy �E
=		Wsurface by definition� is valid only when � is constant.

The popular model of Morgan et al.15 for coated mi-
crobubbles improves the description of viscous frictions, but
is based on the analysis of Glazman for the elasticity of the
lipid shell, equivalent to the introduction of an effective sur-
face tension ��R�=�0+��R0 /R�2 that fails to describe a
coated bubble. Physically it would mean that surface tension
always decreases when the bubble is inflated, in contrast
with the behavior of lipid monolayers or elastic solid shells.

The hydrodynamics of the liquid motion around the
bubble is modeled by the �modified� Rayleigh-Plesset equa-

tion 
l
�RR̈+ 3

2 Ṙ2�= Pl�t�− P0− Pac�t�− �R /c��dPg�t� /dt�, with
P0 as the ambient pressure, Pac�t� as the acoustic pressure,
and c as the velocity of sound in the liquid. This equation
proved to be accurate and robust even in the extreme condi-
tions of sonoluminescence.19 We choose an ideal polytropic
ideal gas law Pg�R−3�, with � as the polytropic gas expo-
nent. It is 1 for bubbles behaving isothermally, and equal to
the ratio of specific heats for bubbles behaving
adiabatically20 �close to 1.095 for SF6�. In the following, the
thermal diffusion length in the gas during a period being
small compared to the radius, we use the adiabatic version.

Combining the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and the poly-
tropic gas law with the boundary condition �2� we obtain the
model for the bubble dynamics


l�RR̈ +
3

2
Ṙ2� = 
P0 +

2��R0�
R0

�� R

R0
�−3��1 −

3�

c
Ṙ�

− P0 −
2��R�

R
−

4�Ṙ

R
−

4�sṘ

R2 − Pac�t� ,

�3�

with R0 the equilibrium radius of the bubble. This equation is
identical to a free gas bubble equation, except from the ef-
fective surface tension ��R� term and the shell viscosity
term. The tension expressed in our monolayer model de-
scribed above, and expressed here in terms of the bubble
radius writes:

��R� = �
0 if R � Rbuckling

�� R2

Rbuckling
2 − 1� if Rbuckling � R � Rbreak-up

�water if ruptured and R  Rruptured.

�4�

The third regime appears after rupture of the shell, when
�break-up has been reached �see broken line in Fig. 2�.

For small vibration amplitudes within the tensed elastic
state, the surface tension can be linearized around a constant
value, with ��R����R0�+2��R /R0−1�, from Eq. �1�.

Implemented in the dynamical equation its yields the same
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pressure term −2��R� /R=−2��R0� /R−4��1/R0−1/R� as in
the model proposed by de Jong et al.21 for thin elastic shells.
The shell stiffness coefficient Sp they introduced is simply
related to the present shell elasticity by Sp=2�, while their
shell friction coefficient writes Sf =12��s. We stress here
again that the model by de Jong et al.21 is limited to small
amplitudes of vibration �for effective tensions bounded be-
tween 0 and �water, or for R in between Rbuckling and Rcollapse�,
while the present model extends the oscillation to un-
bounded, large amplitudes.

C. Implications of the model: Bubble compressibility

The effective tension model drastically changes the
compressibility of the bubble. For slow variations of the am-
bient pressure P, at frequencies small compared to the reso-
nance frequency, we can compute the equilibrium radius re-

sponse, see Fig. 3, setting Ṙ=0 in Eqs. �3� and �4�.
From the equilibrium, we also derive the compression

modulus of the bubble, KV, with

KV = − V�dP

dV
�

=�
�P for the buckled state

�P +
4

3

�

R
for the elastic state

�P +
3� − 1

3

2�water

R
for the free bubble/broken

shell state


�5�

with V as the bubble volume, a polytropic exponent � close
to 1 for slow and isothermal compressions, and in the limit
of ���water �usual for phospholipids�. The compression
modulus is much higher when the bubble is in the elastic
state: this is reflected in the much steeper slope of the
curve in Fig. 3. When the pressure is increased enough the
bubble buckles, and becomes very compressible, even
more than an uncoated free gas bubble of the same radius

FIG. 3. Ambient pressure vs equilibrium radius for a coated bubble �con-
tinuous line� and a free gas bubble �dotted line�. At atmospheric pressure,
the bubble radius is R0=2 �m. The coated bubble is initially in the elastic
state �Rbuckling=1.98 �m, �=1 N/m�.
�whose internal pressure is increased by capillarity�.
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The change in compressibility is reflected on the dynam-
ics of small amplitude oscillations as well. The linearization
of the equations, setting R�t�=R0�1+x�t��, provides a
damped oscillator equation ẍ+2�ẋ+�0

2x=−Pac�t� /
lR0
2, with

a damping coefficient �=2� /
lR0
2+2�s /
lR0

3+3��P0

+2��R0� /R0� /2c
lR0, and an eigenfrequency simply writing

�0
2 =

3


lR0
2KV. �6�

In the free bubble state, this equation provides the Minnaert
frequency as expected. It can be concluded that bubbles in
the elastic state have a much higher resonance frequency
than free or buckled bubbles, because their compression
modulus is higher, consistently with the derivation of de
Jong.21

III. RESULTS

A. Compression-only behavior

At small acoustic amplitudes, the model presented ear-
lier provides a linear radius response to the pressure similar
to other Rayleigh-Plesset models with constant surface ten-
sion.

Under large pressure amplitudes, the bubble will expe-
rience an original non-linear response. It will likely buckle in
its compression phase, which cancels out any surface ten-
sion. On the other hand, the surface tension rapidly rises
during the expansion phase, and this asymmetry in surface
tension provides an asymmetry in capillary pressure, espe-
cially strong for small bubbles. The radius response curve
displays this asymmetry by a “compression-only” behavior.

Recent experiments, realized with the high-speed cam-
era Brandaris 128,22 reveal the existence of such asymmetric
oscillations of bubbles. The experiment was conducted as
follows: SonoVue® and BR14 contrast bubbles, supplied by
Bracco Research SA, Geneva, Switzerland, were prepared in
the vial about 24 h prior to the recording of their dynamics.
Both types of bubbles present a phospholipidic coating,
SonoVue® containing SF6 gas,5 while BR14 contains the
even less soluble C4F10 gas.23 The contrast bubbles were led
through a capillary fiber inside a small water-filled container.
An Olympus microscope with a 60� high resolution water
immersed objective and a 2� magnifier produced an image
of the contrast bubbles. The image was then relayed to the
high speed framing camera Brandaris 128. A broadband
single element transducer was mounted at 75 mm from the
capillary. A Tektronix AWG 520 arbitrary waveform genera-
tor provided a signal amplified by an ENI A-500 amplifier.
The bubble response was investigated with sequential ultra-

FIG. 4. Consecutive images of a contrast agent bubble from the high speed
camera Brandaris operated at 14.3 million frames per second �time intervals
between images are thus 69.8 ns�, during one ultrasound cycle, of frequency
2.6 MHz. The bubble radius is initially 1.95 �m, and frame number 4 shows
the bubble compression.
sound bursts of 8 cycles at frequencies ranging from
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1.5 to 5 MHz. The camera was operated at a framing rate of
15 million frames per second, resolving the insonified mi-
crobubble dynamics. From the images �see Fig. 4� the radius
versus time curves for each individual bubble were extracted
�Fig. 5�a��, from which the compression-only behavior is ap-
parent.

This phenomenon is very well modeled with our effec-
tive surface tension model, see Fig. 5�b�, assuming the
bubble to be initially in a tension-less state �Rbuckling=R0�,
and allowing the shell to support elevated tensions. Note that
the fitted elastic modulus and shell viscosity of this shell are
of the same order of magnitude than the average ones from
attenuation measurements on bubble populations by Gorce et
al.,24 who deduced an average shell elasticity �=Sp /2
=0.55 N/m and shell friction �s=Sf /12�=7.2�10−9 N.

B. Aging of micro-bubbles: Effect on the oscillation
response

The initial effective tension of the monolayer depends
on the history of the bubble. During their formation in the
vial, lipid molecules are adsorbed at the interface, which re-
duces the effective surface tension, in proportion to the sur-
face concentration n /A of adsorbed lipid molecules. The
bubble is initiated in the tensed elastic state, its area being
above the buckling area, Abuckling=n�abuckling.

Dissolution of the gas in the surrounding liquid will “de-
flate” the bubble and reduce its area towards a tension-less
state �like the deflation of a rubber balloon�, below which the
bubble will buckle. In the tension-less state dissolution is
much slower, since the capillary overpressure �typically an
atmospheric pressure for micrometric bubbles� vanishes and
the rate of radius decrease is proportional to inside pressure
�which determines the dissolution concentration in the liquid
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 118, No. 6, December 2005 Mar
according to Henry’s law�. Bubbles therefore spontaneously
tend to their buckling radius, and then shrink much more
slowly, compared to bubbles of constant surface tension. The
reduction of surface tension is the main mechanism to ac-
count for increased longevity from the coating, since the gas
permeability of 16- and 18-carbons phospholipids coatings is
high.8

Experiments show that asymmetric oscillations become
more pronounced in the course of dissolution, see Fig. 6. Our
interpretation is that the bubble reaches the tension-less state,
where buckling occurs. According to the present model, the
asymmetry is the signature of the variation in surface tension
during each cycle, and this variation is the highest near buck-
ling.

The asymmetry can be monitored by the ratio �R+ /�R−

of the positive and negative radius excursions �defined by
�R+=max�R�−R0 and �R−=R0−min�R�, both materialized
in Fig. 5�b��. Simulations demonstrate indeed that the
compression-only asymmetry ��R+ /�R−�1�, is the more
pronounced when R0 /Rbuckling�1 �see Fig. 7�, the tension
asymmetry during the oscillation being maximal.

This behavior is to be contrasted with the large ampli-
tude oscillation of bubbles with a constant surface tension,
which tends to produce higher positive excursions. It is seen
in the same figure when the bubble radius is well above
Rbuckling �free bubble state, �=�water� or well below Rbuckling

�tension-less state, �=0�. The response curve slightly de-
pends on frequency: varying the frequency between 1 and
4 MHz changes �R+ /�R− by about 10%.

Repeated pulses on a bubble accelerate the gas dissolu-
tion, as evidenced in Fig. 6 by the sudden decrease after the
first pulse and the subsequent pulses. Two mechanisms could
account for this effect. First, the initial pulses may expel

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Experimen-
tal recording of the radius of a
SonoVue® bubble vs time, with the
fast framing camera Brandaris �begin-
ning of a 2.9 MHz pulse with an
acoustic pressure of 130 kPa�. �b�
Simulation. The fitted shell parameters
are Rbuckling=R0=0.975 �m, �
=1 N/m, �s=15�10−9 N and
�break-up�1 N/m �resistant shell�. The
liquid properties are 
l=103 kg/m3,
�=0.001 Pa s, c=1480 m/s, and the
polytropic gas exponent is �=1.095.

FIG. 6. Experimental recordings of repeated acoustic
pulses of 100 kPa on a single bubble, separated by
50 ms �break of time at vertical lines�. The oscillation
asymmetry increases pulse after pulse. �Frequency is
increasing from 1.5 to 4 MHz, inducing amplitude
changes�.
mottant et al.: Large amplitude oscillations of coated bubbles 3503



some lipid molecules and reduce the buckling radius, to
which the bubble will relax. Another explanation would be
an “inverse” rectified-diffusion generated by compression-
only behaviors. The gas pressure increases during the com-
pression phase, while it remains close to the pressure at rest
during expansion �a symmetric oscillation would alternately
compress and expand the gas�. The concentration of gas in
the liquid near the interface being proportional to gas pres-
sure �Henry’s law�, the asymmetry, even small, tends to force
more gas out of the bubble. This “inverted” rectified-
diffusion would be the opposite of the usual rectified-
diffusion effect that counteracts dissolution for free gas
bubbles.25

A quantitative evaluation of this effect follows from the
expression of the rate of dissolution of an oscillating
bubble25,26

d

dt
R�t� =

Dc0


gR�t�2
 c�

c0
−

Pg�t�R�t�4

P0R�t�4 �
���

0

� dh�

�3h� + R�t�3�4/3�−1

, �7�

where the overline is the average over one period, this equa-
tion being valid for an evolution slow at the scale of the
period. The diffusivity of the gas is D, its volumic mass 
g,
its saturation concentration c0, and its concentration far from
the bubble c�. The last factor containing an integration along
the variable h� does not change sign, and tends to R4 for
small amplitude oscillations. A compression-only signal pro-
duces a stronger “averaged” pressure term Pg�t�R�t�4 /R�t�4

FIG. 7. Simulated asymmetry of the oscillation for varying starting radii.
Acoustic pulse and shell properties: same as Fig. 5.
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�for instance it amounts to 1.2P0 from the simulation in Fig.
5�b��, which accelerates dissolution. Even at Rbuckling,
where the capillary overpressure vanishes, inverted recti-
fied diffusion can force dissolution in a fully saturated
liquid with c� /c0=1.

C. Rupture of the shell

The shell can withstand finite tensions only in its shell:
starting from a compression-only signal and increasing the
acoustic pressure step by step shows that a strong positive
radius excursion suddenly appears above a critical pressure
�see Fig. 8�a��. In this new state, the bubble oscillates as a
free bubble: we interpret this behavior as the effect of the
shell rupture.

To model the rupture, we assume that above a critical
tension, �break-up, the shell breaks up and that part of the
bubble surface is uncovered. Once this threshold has been
reached, the surface tension upper bound will be the surface
tension of water, �water. We can therefore simulate the effect
of an increasing acoustic pressure on a bubble �see Fig. 8�b��.

The compression-only behavior ��R+ /�R−�1� is inter-
rupted by the break-up of the shell: the non-linear behavior
then favors positive excursions of the radius, as seen in ex-
periment, as for standard large pressure Rayleigh-Plesset dy-
namics �see Fig. 9�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a simple model for the dynamical proper-
ties of coated contrast agents bubbles, with three parameters:

FIG. 8. �a� Experimental recordings of a BR14 bubble
response to repeated 2 MHz pulses separated by 60 ms,
with an increasing acoustic pressure. �b� Simulation
with the same acoustic pressures. The fitted shell pa-
rameters are Rbuckling=R0=0.82 �m, �=1 N/m, �s

=7.2�10−9 N, while the critical break-up is �break-up

=0.13 N/m.

FIG. 9. Effect of an increasing acoustic pressure on the asymmetry of the
response �same parameters as in Fig. 8�b��.
Marmottant et al.: Large amplitude oscillations of coated bubbles



a buckling surface radius, a shell compressibility, and a
break-up shell tension. It predicts a compression-only behav-
ior of the bubble, a highly non-linear response. It occurs
when its radius is close to the buckling radius, a state that
naturally occurs with dissolution of gas, or that can be accel-
erated by repeated pulses. High-frequency image recordings
with lipid coated microbubbles reveal the existence of such
asymmetric oscillations, and validate the model. The
break-up of the shell is modeled by a third parameter, a finite
tension of the bubble shell above which bare interfaces are
created, with a corresponding change in bubble dynamics.

Possible applications of the model include: the charac-
terization of coated microbubbles, the description of acoustic
echoes and their use in non-linear or pulse-inversion imag-
ing, and the prediction of the effect of repeated pulses or of
long-term experiments.
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APPENDIX: COMPARISON WITH THE ELASTICITY OF
A SOLID SHELL LAYER

Like monolayer coatings, the elasticity of a thin solid
shell of thickness ��R is characterized by a two-
dimensional compression modulus �=A�d� /dA�, where � is
the isotropic in-plane tension �shear of the surface does not
occur with a radial expansion, and bending is neglected as-
suming an initial curvature close to the spontaneous curva-
ture�. Additionally, the solid shell has two interfaces, with a
surface tension �1 for the inner interface and �2 for the outer
interface. The mechanical equilibrium balance for any small
change in bubble area around the tensionless shell area A0

reads 	W=��A /A0−1�dA+�1dA+�2dA− �Pg− Pl�dV=0,
from which we obtain the pressure jump at the liquid-gas
interface Pg− Pl=2��1+�2+��A /A0−1�� /R. The effective
surface tension of the shell thus reads

� = �1 + �2 + ��R2

R0
2 − 1� , �A1�

it is a linear function of the bubble area, like in the lipid
monolayer coated bubble model �Eq. �1� for the elastic state,
with ��R0�=�1+�2�.

The model for a thick elastic shell by Church27 provides
the same effective surface tension law when the shell thick-
ness � tends to be small compared to the radius. In this model
the shell has a bulk shear modulus Gs and is incompressible
in volume �the thickness thus varies around its equilibrium
value during the oscillation�. From the Church model at
small thicknesses we find that the shell contribution can be
expressed with an effective tension law as in Eq. �A1�, using
a two-dimensional elastic modulus �=3Gs�, which is a clas-
sical result of the elasticity of thin plates.28
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